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Abstrat
This paper desribes topologial searhes for neutral salar bosons S0 produed in assoiation
with a Z0 boson via the Bjorken proess e+e− → S0Z0 at entre-of-mass energies of 91 GeV and
183209 GeV. These searhes are based on studies of the reoil mass spetrum of Z0 → e+e−
and µ+µ− events and on a searh for S0Z0 with Z0 → νν¯ and S0 → e+e− or photons. They over
the deays of the S0 into an arbitrary ombination of hadrons, leptons, photons and invisible
partiles as well as the possibility that it might be stable.
No indiation for a signal is found in the data and upper limits on the ross setion of the
Bjorken proess are alulated. Cross-setion limits are given in terms of a sale fator k with
respet to the Standard Model ross setion for the Higgs-strahlung proess e+e− → H0SMZ0.
These results an be interpreted in general senarios independently of the deay modes of
the S0. The examples onsidered here are the prodution of a single new salar partile with a
deay width smaller than the detetor mass resolution, and for the rst time, two senarios with
ontinuous mass distributions, due to a single very broad state or several states lose in mass.
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1 Introdution
In this paper searhes for new neutral salar bosons S0 with the OPAL detetor at LEP are
desribed. The new bosons are assumed to be produed in assoiation with a Z0 boson via the
Bjorken proess e+e− → S0Z0. Throughout this note, S0 denotes, depending on the ontext, any
new salar neutral boson, the Standard Model Higgs boson H0SM or CP-even Higgs bosons h
0
in
models that predit more than one Higgs boson.
The analyses are topologial searhes and are based on studies of the reoil mass spetrum
in Z0 → e+e− and µ+µ− events and on a searh for S0Z0 events with S0 → e+e− or photons and
Z0 → νν¯. They are sensitive to all deays of S0 into an arbitrary ombination of hadrons, leptons,
photons and invisible partiles, and to the ase of a long-lived S0 leaving the detetor without
interating. The analyses are applied to LEP 1 Z0 on-peak data (115.4 pb−1 at
√
s = 91.2 GeV)
and to 662.4 pb
−1
of LEP 2 data olleted at entre-of-mass energies in the range of 183 to
209 GeV. In 1990 OPAL performed a deay-mode independent searh for light Higgs bosons and
new salars using 6.8 pb
−1
of data with entre-of-mass energies around the Z0 pole [1℄. Assuming
the Standard Model prodution ross setion, a lower limit on the Higgs boson mass of 11.3 GeV
was obtained. We have re-analysed the LEP 1 on-peak data in order to extend the sensitive
region to signal masses up to 55 GeV. Inluding the data above the Z0 peak (LEP 2) enlarges
the sensitivity up to mS0 ∼ 100 GeV. The S0 mass range between 30 and 55 GeV is overed by
both the LEP 1 and the LEP 2 analysis.
The results are presented in terms of limits on the saling fator k, whih relates the S0Z0
prodution ross setion to the Standard Model (SM) ross setion for the Higgs-strahlung pro-
ess:
σS0Z0 = k · σH0
SM
Z0(mH0
SM
= mS0), (1)
where we assume that k does not depend on the entre-of-mass energy for any given mass mS0 .
Sine the analysis is insensitive to the deay mode of the S0, these limits an be interpreted
in any senario beyond the Standard Model. Examples of suh interpretations are listed in the
following.
• The most general ase is to provide upper limits on the ross setion or saling fator k
for a single new salar boson independent of its ouplings to other partiles. We assume
that the deay width is small ompared to the detetor mass resolution. In a more spei
interpretation, assuming the S0Z0 prodution ross setion to be idential to the Standard
Model Higgs boson one, the limit on k an be translated into a lower limit on the Higgs
boson mass
1
.
• For the rst time we give limits not only for a single mass peak with small width, but
also for a ontinuous distribution of the signal in a wide mass range. Suh ontinua ap-
pear in several reently proposed models, e. g. for a large number of unresolved Higgs
bosons about equally spaed in mass (Uniform Higgs senario [3℄), or models with addi-
tional SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet elds whih interat strongly with the Higgs boson
(Stealthy Higgs senario [4℄). These two models are desribed in more detail in the next
setion.
2 Continuous Higgs senarios
1
Dediated searhes for the Standard Model Higgs boson by the four LEP experiments, exploiting the predi-
tion for its deay modes, have ruled out masses of up to 114.1 GeV [2℄.
3
2.1 The Uniform Higgs senario
This model, as desribed in Ref. [3℄, assumes a broad enhanement over the bakground expe-
tation in the MX mass distribution for the proess e
+e− → Z0X. This enhanement is due to
numerous additional neutral Higgs bosons h0i with masses mA ≤ m(h0i ) ≤ mB, where mA and
mB indiate the lower and upper bound of the mass spetrum. The squared oupling, g
2
, of
the Higgs states h0i to the Z
0
is modied by a fator ki ompared to the Standard Model H
0Z0
oupling: g2
Z0h0
i
= ki · g2Z0h0
SM
.
If the Higgs states are assumed to be loser in mass than the experimental mass resolution,
then there is no need to distinguish between separate ki. In this ase the Higgs states and their
redution fators ki an be ombined into a oupling density funtion, K˜(m) = dk/dm. The
model obeys two sum rules whih in the limit of unresolved mass peaks an be expressed as
integrals over this oupling density funtion:
∞∫
0
dm K˜(m) = 1 (2)
∞∫
0
dm K˜(m)m2 ≤ m2C, (3)
where K˜(m) ≥ 0 and mC is a perturbative mass sale of the order of 200 GeV. The value of
mC is model dependent and an be derived by requiring that there is no Landau pole up to a
sale Λ where new physis ours [3℄. If neither a ontinuous nor a loal exess is found in the
data, Equation 2 an be used to plae onstraints on the oupling density funtion K˜(m). For
example, if K˜(m) is assumed to be onstant over the interval [mA, mB℄ and zero elsewhere,
K˜(m) = 1/ (mB −mA) for mA ≤ m ≤ mB,
= 0 elsewhere,
then ertain hoies for the interval [mA, mB℄ an be exluded. From this and from Equation 3
lower limits on the mass sale mC an be derived.
2.2 The Stealthy Higgs senario
This senario predits the existene of additional SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet elds (phions),
whih would not interat via the strong or eletro-weak fores, thus oupling only to the Higgs
boson [4℄. Therefore these singlets would reveal their existene only in the Higgs setor by oering
invisible deay modes to the Higgs boson. The width of the Higgs resonane an beome large
if the number of suh singlets, N , or the oupling ω is large, thus yielding a broad spetrum in
the mass reoiling against the reonstruted Z0. The interation term between the Higgs and
the additional phions in the Lagrangian is given by
Linteraction = − ω
2
√
N
~ϕ2φ†φ, (4)
where φ is the Standard Model Higgs doublet, ω is the oupling onstant, and ~ϕ is the vetor of
the new phions. An analyti expression for the Higgs width an be found in the limit N →∞:
ΓH(mH) = ΓSM(mH) +
ω2v2
32πmH
, (5)
where v is the vauum expetation value of the Higgs eld. This expression results when setting
other model parameters to zero, inluding the mass of the phions [4℄. The ross setion for the
Higgs-strahlung proess an be alulated from Equations 9 and 10 of referene [4℄.
4
In setion 5.2.3 we derive limits on the Stealthy Higgs model whih an be ompared to
expeted limits from dediated H0 → invisible searhes, whih are estimated in Ref. [4℄ for the
same senario. By simulating signal spetra for dierent Higgs widths ΓH we set limits in the
ω-mH plane in the large N limit.
3 Data sets and Monte Carlo samples
The analyses are based on data olleted with the OPAL detetor at LEP during the runs in
the years 1991 to 1995 at the Z0 peak (LEP 1) and on data taken in the years 1997 to 2000 at
entre-of-mass energies between 183 and 209 GeV (LEP 2). The integrated luminosity used is
115.4 pb
−1
for the LEP 1 energy and 662.4 pb
−1
for the LEP 2 energies, as detailed in Table 1.
A desription of the OPAL detetor
2
an be found elsewhere [5℄.
To estimate the detetion eieny for a signal from a new salar boson and the amount of
bakground from SM proesses, several Monte Carlo samples are used. Signal events are simu-
lated for masses from 1 keV to 110 GeV in a large variety of deay modes with the HZHA [6℄
generator. The signal eienies are determined for all possible deays of a Standard Model Higgs
boson (quarks, gluons, leptons, photons), for the deays into `invisible' partiles (e. g. Lightest
Supersymmetri Partiles) S0 → χ0χ0 as well as for `nearly invisible' deays, S0 → χ02χ01, where
the χ02 deays into a χ
0
1 plus a photon or a virtual Z
0
, and for deays S0 → AA with A→ ,
gg or ττ , where A is the CP-odd Higgs boson in supersymmetri extensions of the Standard
Model. For simulation of bakground proesses the following generators are used: BHWIDE [7℄,
TEEGG [8℄ ((Z/γ)∗ → e+e−(γ)), KORALZ [9℄, KK2F [10℄ (both µ+µ−(γ) and τ+τ−(γ)), JET-
SET [11℄, PYTHIA [11℄ (qq¯(γ)), GRC4F [12℄ (four-fermion proesses), PHOJET [13℄, HERWIG [14℄,
Vermaseren [15℄ (hadroni and leptoni two-photon proesses), NUNUGPV [16℄ (νν¯γ) and RAD-
COR [17℄ (γγ). For all Monte Carlo generators other than HERWIG, the hadronisation is done
using JETSET. The luminosity of the main bakground Monte Carlo samples is at least 4 times
the statistis of the data for the two-fermion bakground, 50 times for the four-fermion bak-
ground and 5 times for the two-photon bakground. The signal Monte Carlo samples ontain
5001000 events per mass and deay mode. The generated events are passed through a detailed
simulation of the OPAL detetor [18℄ and are reonstruted using the same algorithms as for the
real data.
4 Deay-mode independent searhes for e
+
e
−
→S
0
Z
0
The event seletion is intended to be eient for the omplete spetrum of possible S0 deay
modes. As a onsequene it is neessary to onsider a large variety of bakground proesses.
Suppression of the bakground is performed using the smallest amount of information possible
for a partiular deay of the S0. The deays of the Z0 into eletrons and muons are the hannels
with highest purity, and therefore these are used in this analysis. They are referred to as the
eletron and the muon hannel, respetively. The signal proess an be tagged by identifying
events with an aoplanar, high momentum eletron or muon pair. We use the term `aoplanar'
for lepton pairs if the two leptons and the beam axis are not onsistent with lying in a single
plane.
Dierent kinematis of the proesses in the LEP 1 and the LEP 2 analysis lead to dierent
strategies for rejeting the bakground. At LEP 2 the invariant mass of the two nal-state leptons
in the signal hannels is usually onsistent with the Z0 mass, while this is not true for a large part
2
OPAL uses a right handed oordinate system. The z axis points along the diretion of the eletron beam and
the x axis is horizontal pointing towards the entre of the LEP ring. The polar angle θ is measured with respet
to the z axis, the azimuthal angle φ with respet to the x axis.
5
of the bakground. Therefore a ut on the invariant mass rejets a large amount of bakground.
Remaining two-fermion bakground from radiative proesses an partially be removed by using
a photon veto without losing eieny for photoni deays of the S0. In the LEP 1 analysis
the invariant mass of the lepton pair annot be onstrained. Therefore, stronger seletion uts
have to be applied to suppress the bakground, resulting in an insensitivity to the deays S0 →
photons and at low masses also to S0 → e+e−. Hene, these deay modes are reovered in a
searh dediated to e+e− → S0Z0 with Z0 → νν¯ and S0 → photons (or photons plus invisible
partiles) or eletrons at low masses mS0 < 500 MeV.
4.1 Event seletion for e
+
e
−
→ S
0
Z
0
with Z
0
→ e
+
e
−
or µ
+
µ
−
The analysis starts with a preseletion of events that ontain at least two harged partiles
identied as eletrons or muons. A partile is identied as an eletron or muon, if it is identied
by at least one of the two methods:
• The standard OPAL proedures for eletron and muon identiation [19℄. These routines
were developed to identify leptons in a hadroni environment. Sine the signal events
ontain primarily isolated leptons, a seond method with a higher eieny is also used:
• A trak is lassied as an eletron if the ratio E/p is greater than 0.8, where p is the
trak momentum and E the assoiated eletromagneti energy. Furthermore the energy
loss dE/dx in the entral traking hamber has to be within the entral range of values
where 99% of the eletrons with this momentum are expeted. Muons are required to have
E/p < 0.2 and at least three hits in total in the muon hambers plus the last three layers
of the hadroni alorimeter.
The two traks must have opposite harge and high momentum. Depending on the reoil mass
of the lepton pair, the LEP 1 analysis requires a momentum of the higher energy lepton above
2027 GeV in the eletron hannel and above 2030 GeV in the muon hannel. The momentum
of the lower energy lepton has to be greater than 1020 GeV in both hannels.
For eletrons these uts apply to the energy deposited in the eletromagneti alorimeter, and
for the muons to the momentum measured in the traking system. At LEP 2 energies the lepton
momenta have a weaker dependene on the reoil mass, therefore xed uts are used whih are
adjusted for the dierent entre-of-mass energies: E1 > 0.22 ·
√
s, E2 > 0.11 ·
√
s for eletrons
and p1 > 0.22 ·
√
s, p2 > 0.12 ·
√
s for muons, where E1, p1 and E2, p2 are the energy and
momentum of the lepton with the higher and lower momentum, respetively.
The two leptons must be isolated from the rest of the event. The isolation angle αiso of a
lepton andidate is dened as the maximum angle for whih the energy Econe ontained within
a one of half-angle αiso around the diretion of the lepton at the vertex is less than 1 GeV.
Econe is the energy of all traks and eletromagneti lusters not assoiated to a trak within
the one, exluding the energy of the lepton itself. Leptons at small angles to the beam axis
(| cos θ| > 0.9 in the eletron hannel and | cos θ| > 0.94 in the muon hannel) are not used due
to detetor ineienies and mismodelling in this region. These uts also serve to redue the
bakground from two-fermion and two-photon proesses. We ignore lepton andidates inside a
0.3◦ azimuthal angle to the anode planes of the jet hamber sine they are not well desribed in
the detetor simulation. If more than one eletron or muon pair andidate with opposite harge
is found, for the LEP 1 analysis the two leptons with the highest momentum, and for the LEP 2
analysis the pair with invariant mass losest to mZ0 are taken as Z
0
deay produts.
The bakground to the S0 ℓ+ℓ− signal arises from several proesses whih are suppressed as
desribed below:
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• In (Z/γ)∗ → e+e−, µ+µ− events without initial or nal state radiation the leptons are
produed in a bak-to-bak topology. We rejet these events by utting on the aoplanarity
angle φa whih is dened as π − φopen, where φopen is the opening angle between the
two lepton traks in the plane perpendiular to the beam axis. For the LEP 1 analysis
the aoplanarity angle is multiplied by the average of the sin θ of the traks in order to
aount for the larger inuene of the trak diretion resolution on the aoplanarity angle
for traks with small sin θ. The modied aoplanarity angle is termed α. The uts are
0.11 rad < α < 2.0 rad and φa > 0.150.20 rad (depending on the entre-of-mass energy).
• In two-photon proesses, where the inoming eletron and positron are sattered at low
angles, usually one or both of the eletrons are undeteted. Events of this type usually
have large missing momentum with the missing momentum vetor, ~pmiss, pointing at low
angles to the beam axis. In (Z/γ)∗ → e+e−, µ+µ− events with initial-state radiation the
photons usually remain undeteted at low angles. The requirement | cos θ(~pmiss)| < 0.98
for the LEP 1 analysis and | cos θ(~pmiss)| < 0.95 for the LEP 2 analysis redues bakground
from these two soures.
• The semileptoni deays of b- or -mesons provide another soure of leptons whih an be
misidentied as diret Z0 deay produts. This bakground is redued by requiring the
leptons to be isolated from the rest of the event. We require one of the isolation angles
of the two lepton andidates to be greater than 20◦ and the other one to be greater than
10◦ for the LEP 1 analysis and to be greater than 15◦ and 10◦, respetively, for the LEP 2
analysis.
Up to this point the analyses for LEP 1 and LEP 2 energies are essentially idential, but they
are tuned separately, as detailed in Table 2. The dierent features of signal and bakground at
LEP 1 and LEP 2 energies are taken into aount with the following uts.
4.1.1 Cuts used only in the LEP 1 seletion
• Sine the eletron or muon pair originates from a Z0 its invariant mass is high in omparison
to a typial pair of isolated leptons in hadroni bakground. We therefore require the lepton
pair invariant mass to exeed 20 GeV.
• At this stage the ut seletion is still sensitive to all deay modes of the S0. The main
bakground, however, arises from eletron and muon pairs aompanied by energeti photon
radiation. Redution of this kind of bakground is made by applying uts on photons and
eletrons reognised as oming from a photon onversion.
Events with less than four traks are vetoed if there is an unassoiated luster in the
eletromagneti alorimeter with an energy greater than 1 GeV outside a 10◦ one around
a lepton andidate (photon veto). They are also vetoed if the energy in the forward
alorimeters, orresponding to the polar angle region 47200 mrad, exeeds 2 GeV (forward
veto). In order to rejet events where the photon onverts into an eletron-positron pair,
events with one, two or three traks in addition to the lepton are exluded if at least one
of them is identied as a trak from a onversion (onversion veto). The onversion nder
is based on an artiial neural network [20℄.
The photon and the onversion veto are at the expense of sensitivity for deays S0 →
photons (or photons plus invisible partiles) in the whole mass region and for S0 → e+e−
at low masses (mS0 < 500 MeV). In order to retain sensitivity to these deay modes, they
are taken into aount in a searh dediated to e+e− → S0Z0 with Z0 → νν¯ and S0 →
photons (or photons plus invisible partiles) and for mS0 < 500 MeV also to eletrons as
desribed in setion 4.2.
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All uts are listed in Table 2 and the number of events after eah ut is given in Table 3. The
distributions of the ut variables in data and Monte Carlo are shown in Figures 1 and 2. After the
seletion 45 events remain in the hannel Z0 → e+e−, with 55.2 ± 3.0 (stat.) ± 3.0 (syst.) events
expeted from SM bakground (the evaluation of the systemati unertainties is desribed in
setion 4.1.4). In the hannel Z0 → µ+µ−, 66 events remain in the data with 53.6± 2.7 (stat.)±
2.1 (syst.) expeted from SM bakground.
Figure 3 shows the eieny versus the S0 mass for some example deay modes. The signal
eieny is at least 20% in the eletron hannel and at least 27% in the muon hannel for S0
masses between 4 and 45 GeV. At masses below the kinemati threshold for the deay of the S0
into e+e− (∼ 1 MeV) only deays into photons or invisible partiles are possible. For eah S0
mass hypothesis the smallest eieny of all deay hannels studied (also shown in Figure 3) is
used in the limit alulation. The analysis is sensitive to a large range of S0 masses, down to
masses mS0 well below ΓZ0 , where the ross setion inreases signiantly. For this mass range
mainly soft bosons S0 with energy ES0 < Γ
0
Z are emitted, but the spetrum exhibits a signiant
tail to large energies, whih yields a detetable event topology. Figure 4 shows the reoil mass
spetrum to the Z0 deay produts for both hannels at
√
s = 91.2 GeV. The reoil mass squared
is alulated from
m2rec =
(√
s− Eℓℓ
)2 − p2ℓℓ, (6)
where Eℓℓ and pℓℓ are the energy and the momentum sum of the two lepton traks, and
√
s is
the entre-of-mass energy. The momentum sum is alulated from the trak momentum of the
Z0 deay produts in the muon hannel and from the trak momentum and energy deposition of
the eletrons in the eletromagneti alorimeter in the eletron hannel
3
.
4.1.2 Cuts used only in the LEP 2 seletion
In the analysis for LEP 2 energies, signal and bakground harateristis dier signiantly from
those at LEP 1.
• The most important dierene ompared to the LEP 1 analysis is the fat that in signal
proesses an on-shell Z0 boson is produed. The seletion requires the invariant mass mℓℓ
of the lepton pair to be onsistent with the Z0 mass. Due to the limited detetor mass
resolution, invariant masses within mZ0 ± 8 GeV and mZ0 ± 10 GeV are aepted for the
eletron and the muon hannel, respetively.
• The dominant bakground at this stage originates from leptoni Z0 deays with photon
radiation in the initial state. At entre-of-mass energies above mZ0 the ross setion for
radiating one (or more) high energy initial-state photon(s) is enhaned if the eetive
entre-of-mass energy of the eletron-positron pair after photon emission is lose to the Z0
mass. Suh events are alled `radiative returns' to the Z0 pole. These bakground events
are haraterised by an aolinear and sometimes aoplanar lepton pair and one or more
high energy photons. Suh events are rejeted by a γ-veto: if there is only one luster
in the eletromagneti alorimeter not assoiated to a trak and the energy Eunass of the
luster exeeds 60 GeV, then the event is rejeted. Events with two traks and more than
3 GeV energy deposition in the forward alorimeters (overing the polar angle region 47
200 mrad) are also vetoed. The ross setion for two fermion prodution is muh smaller
at LEP 2 than at LEP 1 so events with nal state radiation are not suh an important
bakground as in the LEP 1 ase.
3
Due to the limited energy and momentum resolution, the alulated value of m2rec an be negative. We dene
mrec =
√
m2rec for m
2
rec ≥ 0 and mrec = −
√−m2rec for m2rec < 0.
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• In the remaining bakground from two-photon proesses and (Z/γ)∗ → e+e−, µ+µ− with
initial-state radiation the leptons arry onsiderable momentum along the beam axis. We
rejet these events by requiring |pz1 + pz2| < 50 GeV where pzi are the z-omponents of the
momentum of the two lepton andidates.
All uts are listed in Table 2 and the number of events after eah ut is given in Table 4.
The distributions of the ut variables in data and Monte Carlo are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for
data taken at
√
s= 183209 GeV. A total of 54 events remain in the data of 183209 GeV in the
hannel Z0 → e+e−, with 46.9 ± 0.6 (stat.) ± 3.3 (syst.) events expeted from SM bakground
(the evaluation of the systemati unertainties is desribed in setion 4.1.4). In the hannel
Z0 → µ+µ−, 43 events remain in the data with 51.6± 0.3 (stat.) ± 2.6 (syst.) expeted from SM
bakground. The signal eieny is at least 24% in the eletron hannel and at least 30% in the
muon hannel for S0 masses between 30 and 90 GeV.
Figure 7 shows the eieny versus the S0 mass at
√
s = 202209 GeV for some example
deays as well as the minimum eienies whih are used in the limit alulation. The eienies
for 183202 GeV have similar values for mS0 < 100 GeV. For the lower entre-of-mass energies
the eieny dereases faster for higher masses due to kinemati eets, primarily the ut on
the aoplanarity angle. Figure 8 shows the reoil mass spetrum for both hannels summed from
183209 GeV.
4.1.3 Corretion on bakground and signal eienies
In all hannels a orretion is applied to the number of expeted bakground events and the
signal eienies due to noise in the detetors in the forward region whih is not modelled by
the Monte Carlo. The orretion fator is derived from the study of random beam rossings.
The fration of events that fail the veto on ativity in the forward region is 7.5% for LEP 1 and
3.1% for LEP 2. Sine the veto is applied only to events with less than or equal to four traks,
the orretions on the expeted bakground in the atual analyses are typially only 1.83.5%.
For the signal eienies the full orretion is applied to the deay hannels where appropriate.
4.1.4 Systemati unertainties
The systemati unertainty of the lepton identiation eieny is studied in a ontrol sample
of events with two ollinear traks of whih at least one is tagged as an eletron or muon. The
systemati unertainty is obtained from the dierene of the identiation eienies for the
other trak between data and Monte Carlo.
The traking systematis are studied by hanging the trak resolution
4
in the Monte Carlo
by a relative fration of 5% in d0 and φ and by 10% in z0, κ and cot θ, whih orresponds to the
typial dierene in the resolution of these parameters in data and Monte Carlo. The dierene
in signal and bakground expetation ompared to the one obtained from the unhanged trak
resolution is taken as the systemati unertainty.
The reonstrution of the energy deposition in the eletromagneti alorimeter and the mo-
mentum in the traking system of the lepton andidates is investigated with the help of the mean
values x¯dat and x¯MC of the distributions of p and E from the ollinear lepton pair ontrol sample
for data and Monte Carlo expetation. The analyses are repeated with the uts on p and E
being hanged by the dierene |x¯dat − x¯MC |. The deviations in the number of expeted events
ompared to the original uts are taken as the systemati unertainties.
The unertainty from the lepton isolation angle αiso is studied in dierent ways for the LEP 1
and LEP 2 analysis. In the LEP 1 seletion a ontrol sample of hadroni events is seleted.
4d0 is the distane between the vertex and the point of losest approah of a trak to the vertex in the rφ
plane, z0 is the z-oordinate of the trak at this point, and κ is its urvature.
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Random diretions are then hosen in the event, and the angles αiso of the vetors pointing
to these diretions are determined. The ut on αiso is varied by the dierene of the mean of
the data and the Monte Carlo distributions of the ontrol sample. In the LEP 2 seletion the
unertainty is obtained in a similar way but from the isolation of the lepton in W
+
W
− → qq¯ℓν
events.
Corret modelling of photon radiation and onversions is a ruial ingredient of the deay-
mode independent searhes. For LEP 1, the eet of the desription of photon radiation in
the Monte Carlo is estimated from the dierene in the number of events between data and
bakground expetation after removing the photon and onversion veto. At least one identied
photon or onversion is required for the tested events. In the muon hannel at LEP 2 energies
two dierent Monte Carlo generators are used for the two-fermion bakground, and the dierene
between the bakground predition of the two generators is taken as the systemati unertainty
of the photon modelling. For the eletron hannel only one generator is available. Here, the
unertainty is determined from the omparison of the number of events in the data and Monte
Carlo sets in a side band of the distribution of the lepton pair invariant mass where no signal is
expeted. This test is dominated by the statistial unertainties of the side-band sub-sample.
In the analysis the four-fermion Monte Carlo samples are reweighted to aount for low mass
resonanes (e.g. ρ, ω, φ, J/ψ) and the running of αem(q
2). The unertainty from this reweighting
is assessed to be 50% of the hange of the expeted bakground after swithing o the reweighting.
All unertainties for a partiular entre-of-mass energy are assumed to be unorrelated and
the individual ontributions are added in quadrature for the total systemati unertainty. The
dominant systemati unertainties in the LEP 1 bakground expetation ome from the de-
sription of photon radiation and photon onversions in the Monte Carlo as well as from the
unertainty of the four-fermion ross setion. The preision of the predited signal eieny is
mainly limited by the desription of the lepton isolation.
In the LEP 2 seletion the modelling of the radiative returns has a large impat on the total
systemati unertainty, both in the eletron and the muon hannel. In the eletron hannel the
unertainty from the isolation angle riterion and in the muon hannel the unertainty of the
muon identiation eieny are also signiant.
For the LEP 2 data, the evaluation of the systemati unertainties at eah single entre-of-
mass energy is limited by Monte Carlo statistis. Therefore they are investigated for the total
set of Monte Carlo samples with
√
s = 183209 GeV.
The numbers of expeted bakground events for the LEP 1 and LEP 2 analyses, broken down
by the dierent entre-of-mass energies, are listed in Table 5 for the hannels Z0 → e+e− and
Z0 → µ+µ−. The numbers inlude systemati errors disussed above and the statistial error from
the limited Monte Carlo samples. Also the number of expeted events from a 30 GeV Standard
Model Higgs boson is shown. A detailed overview of the dierent systemati unertainties is
given in Table 6.
4.2 Event seletion for e
+
e
−
→ S
0
Z
0
→ n · γ νν, e
+
e
−
νν
In this setion a searh for e+e− → S0Z0 → n ·γ νν or e+e−νν (the latter for mS0 < 500 MeV) at√
s = 91.2 GeV is desribed. The removal of radiative bakgrounds in the seletion desribed in
setion 4.1.1 rejets the S0 deays into photons (due to the photon veto) and, in the mass region
mS0 < 500 MeV, also the deays into eletrons (due to the onversion veto). The seletion for
S
0
Z
0 → S0νν is inluded to reuperate the sensitivity to the photon and eletron deay modes
and therefore to remain deay-mode independent.
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4.2.1 Event seletion
In signal events the S0 is radiated o the Z0 with some kineti energy and a ertain amount of
transverse momentum. Therefore the total visible energy Evis in the eletromagneti alorimeter
is required to exeed 12 GeV and the transverse momentum pT reonstruted from the event
is required to exeed 6 GeV. Sine the Z0 deays into neutrinos whih arry energy out of the
detetor, the total amount of visible energy is redued. The seletion requires Evis < 60 GeV.
Several uts are applied to redue the bakground from proesses with topologies dierent
from the signal. The seletion allows only events with zero (n · γ νν-hannel) or two (e+e−
νν-hannel) identied eletrons, using the same eletron identiation routines as desribed in
setion 4.1. The next seletion uts are intended to further redue bakground from osmi rays
or beam halo partiles. Events triggered by osmi rays or beam halo partiles are haraterised
by extended lusters in the eletromagneti alorimeter, hits in the hadron alorimeter and muon
hambers and a signal from the time-of-ight ounter that shows a signiant disrepany from
its expeted value. We therefore require no hit in the muon hambers and at most two hits in
the hadron alorimeter. No more than one luster with an energy deposition larger than 2 GeV
is allowed in the hadron alorimeter. The number of lead glass bloks in eah luster in the
eletromagneti alorimeter must be less than 15. The dierene between the measured time of
ight and the expeted time for a partile oming from the interation point is required to be
less than 2 ns.
The remaining bakground is mostly from e+e− → νν¯γ events, where the photon is usually
emitted at small angles to the beam axis. A hard ut on the angular distribution of lusters in
the eletromagneti alorimeter and the forward alorimeters (polar angle region 47200 mrad)
is applied. For this purpose the polar angle of the energy vetor
~E is dened as
θ ~E =
∑
i=1,n
Ei · θi
Evis
.
The sum runs over all lusters i (with polar angle θi). Cuts applied on the energy vetor and the
individual lusters are | cos θ ~E| < 0.65 and | cos θi| < 0.9. The energy in the forward alorimeters
must be less than 2 GeV.
Events with two eletrons must satisfy some additional requirements. The traks must be
identied as eletrons with opposite harge. The angle ∆φ between the traks must be less than
10◦, the invariant mass mℓℓ must be less than 2 GeV, and a transverse momentum pT > 7 GeV
of the event is required. Events are rejeted if there are any additional lusters other than those
assoiated with one of the two traks.
A orretion due to random detetor oupany is applied as desribed in setion 4.1.3. The
full orretion of −7.5% is used sine the forward detetor veto applies to all events.
After all uts 15 events are seleted from the data with a bakground predition of 11.3 ±
1.1(stat.)± 0.2(syst.), where the unertainties are evaluated as desribed below. Figure 9 shows
the distribution of the ut variables in data and Monte Carlo.
There is no statistially signiant exess in this hannel, and the shape of the distributions
of the ut variables in data and Monte Carlo are in good agreement. Furthermore the produt of
the signal eieny and the Z0 → νν deay branhing ratio is substantially higher than for the
S0 ℓ+ℓ−-hannels, and the predited bakground is muh less. Hene, the hannel Z0 → νν has
muh higher sensitivity than the eletron and the muon hannel. It does not ontribute to the
atual limits, provided that the systemati unertainties are not muh larger than in the other
hannels. For a onservative limit alulation only the hannels with lowest sensitivity are used.
The searh hannel desribed in this setion reovers sensitivity to the deay modes S0 → n ·γ
and at low masses mS0 to the deay S
0 → e+e− to whih the analysis desribed in setion 4.1.1
had no sensitivity. However, the requirement Evis > 12 GeV in this hannel an lead to an
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insensitivity to deays S0 → χ02χ01 → γχ01χ01 for ertain ombinations of mS0 ,mχ02 and mχ01 for
the whole LEP 1 analysis.
4.2.2 Systemati unertainties
Unertainties in this hannel predominantly ome from the energy alibration of the eletromag-
neti alorimeters. In referene [21℄ it is shown that an eletromagneti luster has a alibration
unertainty of 25 MeV. Sine the number of lusters in the eletromagneti alorimeter for se-
leted data and Monte Carlo events is less than ve, the deviation of the expeted number of
bakground events and the signal eienies after shifting the uts on the visible energy Evis
and the transverse momentum pT by four times 25 MeV is used as a systemati unertainty.
The deviation is found to be 1.4%. From the same referene [21℄ we take the systemati un-
ertainties on the time-of-ight signal (0.5%). Other soures for systemati unertainties are
the luminosity (0.5%), the limited Monte Carlo statistis (10.0% for bakground and 2.2% for
the signal) and, for events where the S0 deays into eletrons, the unertainty on the eletron
identiation eieny (0.8%). Summing these individual soures up in quadrature, estimates
of the total unertainty in the bakground of 10.0%(stat.)+1.8%(syst.) and in the signal of
2.2%(stat.)+1.6%(syst.) are obtained. Given the expeted number of signal and bakground
events, this is muh less than the level where the hannel starts ontributing to the limit alu-
lation.
5 Results
The results of the deay-mode independent searhes are summarised in Table 5, whih ompares
the numbers of observed andidates with the bakground expetations. The total number of
observed andidates from all hannels ombined is 208, while the Standard Model bakground
expetation amounts to 207.3± 4.1(stat.)± 11.1(syst.). For eah individual searh hannel there
is good agreement between the expeted bakground events and observed andidates. As no
signiant exess over the expeted bakground is observed in the data, limits on the ross
setion for the Bjorken proess e+e− → S0Z0 are alulated.
The limits are presented in terms of a sale fator k, whih relates the ross setion for S0Z0 to
the Standard Model one for the Higgs-strahlung proess e+e− → H0SMZ0 as dened in Equation 1.
The 95% CL upper bound on k is obtained from a test statisti for the signal hypothesis, by
using the weighted event-ounting method desribed in [22℄: In eah searh hannel, given by the
dierent entre-of-mass energies and the Z0 deay modes onsidered, the observed reoil mass
spetrum is ompared to the spetra of the bakground and the signal. The latter is normalised
to ε · BR · L · k · σH0Z0 , where ε is the minimum signal detetion eieny out of all tested
deay modes, BR is the branhing ratio of the Z0 deay mode onsidered in this hannel and L
is the integrated luminosity reorded for that hannel. The eienies for arbitrary S0 masses
are interpolated from the eienies at masses for whih Monte Carlo samples were generated.
Every event in eah of these mass spetra and eah searh hannel is given a weight depending
on its expeted ratio of signal over bakground, s/b, at the given reoil mass. For every assumed
signal S0 mass these weights are a funtion of the signal ross setion, whih is taken to be k
times the Standard Model Higgs ross setion for the same S0 mass. Finally, from the sum of
weights for the observed number of events, an upper limit k95 for the sale fator is determined
at the 95% ondene level.
The systemati unertainties on the bakground expetations and signal seletion eienies
are inorporated using the method desribed in [23℄.
The limits are given for three dierent senarios:
1. Prodution of a single new salar S
0
.
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2. The Uniform Higgs senario.
3. The Stealthy Higgs senario.
5.1 Prodution of a single new salar S
0
In the most general interpretation of our results, a ross-setion limit is set on the prodution of
a new neutral salar boson S0 in assoiation with a Z0 boson. To alulate the limit we use the
mass distributions of whih the sums are shown in Figure 4 and 8 for OPAL data, the expeted
bakground and the signal.
In Figure 11 we present the limits obtained for salar masses down to the lowest generated
signal mass of 1 keV. They are valid for the deays of the S0 into hadrons, leptons, photons and
invisible partiles (whih may deay inside the detetor) as well as for the ase in whih the S0
has a suiently long lifetime to esape the detetor without interating or deaying. A deay of
the S0 into invisible partiles plus photons, however, an lead to a redued sensitivity in the mass
region where the sensitivity of the analyses is dominated by the LEP 1 data (see setion 4.2.1).
The observed limits are given by the solid line, while the expeted sensitivity, determined from
a large number of Monte Carlo experiments with only bakground, is indiated by the dotted
line. The shaded bands indiate the one and two sigma deviations from the expeted sensitivity.
Values of k > 0.1 are exluded for values of mS0 below 19 GeV, whereas k > 1 is exluded from
the data for mS0 up to 81 GeV, independent of the deay modes of the S
0
boson. This means
that the existene of a Higgs boson produed at the SM rate an be exluded up to this mass
even from deay-mode independent searhes. For masses of the new salar partile well below
the width of the Z0, i.e. mS0 . 1 GeV, the obtained limits remain onstant at the level of
k95obs. = 0.067, and k
95
exp. = 0.051.
The disrepany between the expeted and the observed limits is within one standard devia-
tion for masses below 52 GeV and for masses above 82 GeV. The deviation of about two sigma in
the mass range 5282 GeV is due to a deit of seleted data events in the reoil mass spetrum
of both the eletron and muon hannels.
5.2 Limits on signal mass ontinua
5.2.1 The Uniform Higgs senario
We simulated signal spetra for the Uniform Higgs senario for K˜ = constant over the interval
[mA, mB℄ and zero elsewhere. Both the lower mass bound mA and the upper bound mB are
varied between 1 GeV and 350 GeV (with the onstraint mA ≤ mB). In a similar way to the
previous setion we get an upper limit on the integral in Equation 2.
Figure 12 shows the mass points (mA,mB) for whih the obtained 95% CL limit on
∫
dmK˜
is less than one. These are the signal mass ranges mA ≤ mh0
i
≤ mB whih an be exluded
assuming a onstant K˜.
If mA = mB, then the signal spetrum redues to the mass distribution of a single boson.
Exluded points on the diagonal mA = mB are therefore the same masses as in Figure 11 for
whih k < 1. The horizontal line illustrates an example for exluded mass ranges: The line starts
on the diagonal at mA = mB = 35 GeV and ends at mB = 99 GeV. This value of mB is the
highest upper mass bound whih an be exluded for this value of mA. All mass ranges with an
upper bound mB below 99 GeV are also exluded for mA = 35 GeV. The highest exluded value
of mB (mB = 301 GeV) is ahieved for mA set to 0 GeV.
Using the two sum rules from setion 2.1, lower limits on the perturbative mass sale mC
an be derived. For eah exluded value of mA we take the highest exluded value of mB and
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determine the lower bound of mC aording to Equation 3. The exluded mass ranges for mC,
assuming a onstant K˜, are shown in Figure 13.
5.2.2 Bin-by-bin limits
The limits presented in setion 5.2.1 are spei to the ase where the oupling density is onstant
in the interval [mA, mB℄ and zero elsewhere. The data an also be used to exlude other forms of
K˜(m). To provide pratial information for suh tests, we have measured K˜(m) in mass bins with
a width omparable to the experimental mass resolution. The typial resolution of the reoil mass
in the LEP 1 analysis varies between 1 and 5 GeV in the mass region between 10 and 55 GeV. In
the LEP 2 analysis the width is between 3 and 15 GeV for reoil masses between 20 and 100 GeV.
The width gets smaller at higher reoil masses. The results of the measurement of K˜(m) are
given in Table 7 together with the orresponding statistial and systemati unertainties.
From these measured numbers of K˜(m), one an obtain upper limits on the integral
∫
dmK˜(m)
for any assumed shape of K˜(m) using a simple χ2 tting proedure. To aount for mass resolu-
tion eets, we provide a orretion matrix (Table 8). To test a ertain theory with a distribution
of K˜(m) values in the 10 measured bins from Table 7, written as a vetor ~κ =
(
K˜1, . . . , K˜10
)
,
the orreted vetor ~κ′ = Cˆ~κ an then be tted to the measured values. In the t the systemati
unertainties, whih are small ompared to the statistial errors, an be assumed to be fully
orrelated bin-by-bin.
5.2.3 The Stealthy Higgs senario
To set limits on the Stealthy Higgs senario we have simulated the spetrum of a Higgs boson
with a width aording to Equation 5 and Ref. [4℄.
The exluded regions in the ω-mH parameter spae are shown in Figure 14. To illustrate
the Higgs width aording to Equation 5, for a given mass mH and oupling ω `isolines' for
some sample widths are added to the plot. The vertial edge in the exlusion ontour at mH =
81 (62) GeV in the observed (expeted) limits reets the detetor mass resolution in ∆m: For a
xed mass mH the exlusion power is the same for all ouplings ω that yield ΓH . ∆m, and the
limits for ω → 0 reprodue the limits for a single narrow S0 in Figure 11. The maximal exluded
region of the oupling ω is ahieved for masses around 30 GeV, where ω an be exluded up to
ω = 2.7. For lower masses the sensitivity drops due to the rapidly inreasing width of the Higgs
boson, and for higher masses due to the dereasing signal ross setion.
6 Conlusions
Searhes for new neutral salar bosons S0 deaying to hadrons of any avour, to leptons, photons
invisible partiles and other modes have been performed based on the data olleted at
√
s =
mZ and 183 to 209 GeV by studying the reoil mass spetrum of Z
0 → e+e−, µ+µ− in S0Z0
prodution and the hannel where the Z0 deays into νν and the S0 into photons or e+e−. No
signiant exess of andidates in the data over the expeted Standard Model bakground has
been observed. Therefore upper limits on the prodution ross setion for assoiated prodution
of S0 and Z0, with arbitrary S0 deay modes, were set at the 95% ondene level. Upper limits in
units of the Standard Model Higgs-strahlung ross setion of k < 0.1 for 1 keV < mS0 < 19 GeV
and k < 1 formS0 < 81 GeV were obtained. In further interpretations, limits on broad ontinuous
signal mass shapes to whih previous analyses at LEP had no or only little sensitivity were set for
the rst time. Two general senarios in the Higgs setor were investigated: A uniform senario,
when the signal arises from many unresolved Higgs bosons, and a Stealthy Higgs model, when
the Higgs resonane width is large due to large Higgs-phion ouplings.
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√
s (GeV) year integrated luminosity (pb−1)
91.2 198995 115.4
183 1997 56.1
189 1998 177.7
192 1999 28.8
196 1999 73.2
200 1999 74.2
202 1999 36.5
202206 2000 83.1
206209 2000 132.4
Table 1: Overview of the analysed integrated data luminosities.
LEP 1: Z0 → e+e−, µ+µ−
0. Preseletion see text
1. Modied aoplanarity 0.11 rad < α < 2.0 rad
2. Polar angle of missing momentum vetor | cos θ(~pmiss)| < 0.98 for pmiss > 2 GeV
3. Isolation of lepton traks max(αiso1 , αiso2) > 20
◦
min(αiso1 , αiso2) > 10
◦
4. Invariant mass of the lepton pair 20 GeV < mℓℓ < 100 GeV
5. Photon and Conversion veto see text
LEP 2: Z0 → e+e−, µ+µ−
0. Preseletion see text
1. Aoplanarity φa > 0.150.20 rad
2. Polar angle of missing momentum vetor | cos θ(~pmiss)| < 0.95 for pmiss > 5 GeV
3. Isolation of lepton traks max(αiso1 , αiso2) > 15
◦
min(αiso1 , αiso2) > 10
◦
4. Invariant mass of the lepton pair |me+e− −mZ0 | < 8 GeV
|mµ+µ− −mZ0 | < 10 GeV
5. Photon veto see text
6. Momentum in z -diretion |pz1 + pz2| < 50 GeV
LEP 1: Z0 → νν
1. Cosmi muon and beam halo veto see text
2. Number of identied eletron traks Ne = 0 or 2
3. Visible energy in eletromagneti alorimeter EEcal > 12 GeV, < 60 GeV
4. Transverse momentum of event pT > 6 GeV
5. Diretion of energy vetor | cos θ~E | < 0.65
6. Energy in forward detetor EFdet < 2 GeV
Additional uts for events with two eletron traks
7. Angle between traks ∆φ < 10◦
8. Transverse momentum of event pT > 7 GeV
9. Unassoiated lusters in eletromagneti alorimeter Nunass. = 0
Table 2: A summary of the seletion riteria.
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√
s = 91.2 GeV
Cut Data
Total
2-fermion 4-fermion 2-photon Signal
bkg.
(mS0=30 GeV)
Eletron hannel
Preseletion 122431 129115 128490 586.3 38.9 46.2%
α 1560 1694 1628 58 8 33.4%
| cos θpmiss | 1500 1628 1571 55 2 32.8%
Lepton isolation 1368 1466 1414 50 2 28.6%
Mℓℓ 1362 1462 1410 50 2 28.6%
Photon+Conversion veto 45 55.2 20.5 34.4 0.3 28.6%
Muon hannel
Preseletion 109552 115001 114475 459.1 66.6 54.0%
α 1575 1601 1526 58 17 40.2%
| cos θpmiss | 1549 1575 1512 57 6 40.0%
Lepton isolation 1403 1470 1412 52 6 37.4%
Mℓℓ 1397 1467 1410 51 6 37.4%
Photon+Conversion veto 66 53.6 17.0 35.4 1.2 35.0%
Cut Data
Total νν¯γ leptons other Signal
bkg.
Missing energy hannel
Events with 0 traks mS0=5 GeV, S
0 → γγ
Preseletion 73 68.5 63.5 4.8 0.3 44.2%
| cos θ ~E| < 0.65 54 51.1 48.1 2.7 0.3 38.4%
EEcal > 12 GeV 14 10.7 9.8 0.6 0.3 30.0%
Events with 2 traks mS0=100 MeV, S
0 → e+e−
Preseletion 30 21.6 4.5 11.6 5.5 29.2%
| cos θ ~E| < 0.65 17 14.4 3.7 9.5 1.2 25.7%
∆φ < 10◦ 13 7.9 3.6 3.7 0.6 25.7%
me+e− < 2 GeV 12 7.9 3.6 3.7 0.6 25.7%
Charge q1 · q2 = −1 10 6.3 3.6 2.1 0.6 25.2%
Nunass. = 0 4 4.0 3.4 0.0 0.6 23.7%
pT > 7 GeV 3 2.5 2.5 0.0 0.0 20.9%
EEcal > 12 GeV 1 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 14.8%
Table 3: Cutow tables for the LEP 1 analysis: Number of seleted events after eah ut. As an
example the eienies for the signal proess with S0 → bb are given for the lepton hannels, and
with S0 → γγ and S0 → e+e− for the missing energy hannel. The preseletion in the missing
energy hannel inludes the uts 1, 4, 6 from the Z0 → νν hannel in Table 2, Etotal > 4 GeV
and | cos θi| < 0.9 (see Setion 4.2.1).
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√
s = 183209 GeV
Cut Data
Total
2-fermion 4-fermion 2-photon Signal
bkg.
(mS0=90 GeV)
Eletron hannel
Preseletion 27708 28183.5 27720.0 378.0 85.5 49.1%
Lepton isolation 24176 24803.9 24410.6 314.3 79.0 42.1%
Mℓℓ 708 639.1 547.9 73.0 18.2 37.7%
Photon-veto 470 477.1 393.8 67.9 15.4 37.7%
| cos θpmiss | 118 106.3 57.4 45.7 3.2 34.8%
Aoplanarity 67 63.1 25.4 37.2 0.5 28.7%
|pz1 + pz2| 54 46.9 12.8 33.7 0.4 28.7%
Muon hannel
Preseletion 3042 3115.6 2818.8 212.2 84.6 64.7%
Lepton isolation 2866 2948.5 2669.5 195.9 83.1 55.7%
Mℓℓ 803 842.4 733.3 88.5 20.7 49.3%
Photon-veto 575 629.3 532.0 80.9 16.4 49.3%
| cos θpmiss | 111 101.5 45.8 52.3 3.4 45.5%
Aoplanarity 66 72.0 26.7 44.3 1.0 37.5%
|pz1 + pz2| 43 51.6 12.2 38.6 0.8 37.5%
Table 4: Cutow tables for the LEP 2 analysis: Number of seleted events after eah ut. As
an example the eienies for the signal proess S0Z0 → bb ℓ+ℓ− are also given. The eienies
are the average of the values at 183209 GeV.
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√
s (GeV) Data Total 2-fermion 4-fermion 2-photon Signal
bkg.
(mS0=30 GeV)
Eletron hannel
91.2 45 55.2±3.0± 3.0 20.5 34.4 0.3 15.61±0.31± 0.47
183 7 3.6±0.1± 0.3 1.4 2.1 0.1 0.91±0.02± 0.03
189 18 13.7±0.4± 1.0 4.2 9.5 0.0 2.42±0.04± 0.09
192 0 2.2±0.1± 0.2 0.7 1.5 0.0 0.37±0.01± 0.01
196 6 5.7±0.2± 0.4 2.0 3.7 0.0 0.87±0.01± 0.03
200 4 4.8±0.2± 0.3 1.2 3.5 0.1 0.81±0.01± 0.03
202 5 2.5±0.1± 0.2 0.6 1.9 0.0 0.39±0.01± 0.01
202206 5 5.0±0.2± 0.4 0.7 4.2 0.1 0.86±0.01± 0.03
206209 9 9.4±0.3± 0.7 2.0 7.3 0.1 1.34±0.02± 0.05∑
(≥ 183) 54 46.9±0.6± 3.5 12.8 33.7 0.4 7.97±0.06± 0.25
Muon hannel
91.2 66 53.6±2.7± 2.1 17.0 35.4 1.2 21.55±0.45± 0.69
183 5 4.4±0.1± 0.2 1.6 2.7 0.1 1.20±0.01± 0.05
189 9 13.7±0.1± 0.7 4.0 9.5 0.2 2.96±0.03± 0.11
192 2 2.5±0.1± 0.1 0.6 1.9 0.0 0.46±0.01± 0.02
196 6 6.1±0.1± 0.3 1.2 4.7 0.2 0.96±0.01± 0.04
200 5 5.7±0.1± 0.3 1.3 4.3 0.1 0.89±0.01± 0.03
202 3 2.9±0.1± 0.1 0.6 2.3 0.0 0.43±0.01± 0.02
202206 9 6.0±0.1± 0.3 0.9 5.0 0.1 1.00±0.01± 0.04
206209 4 10.3±0.1± 0.5 2.0 8.2 0.1 1.53±0.02± 0.06∑
(≥ 183) 43 51.6±0.3± 2.5 12.2 38.6 0.8 9.43±0.06± 0.37
Missing energy hannel
√
s (GeV) Data Total νν¯γ n · γ other Signal
bkg.
(mS0=30 GeV)
91.2 15 11.3±1.1± 0.2 10.3 0.3 0.7 175.07±3.85± 2.80
Table 5: Summary of seleted data events, bakground Monte Carlo and signal expetation for
a 30 GeV Standard Model Higgs boson in the deay-mode independent searhes. The rst error
is statistial and the seond error is systemati.
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Eletron hannel  unertainties in %
91 GeV 183209 GeV
Soure
Bkg. Sig. Bkg. Sig.
Eletron-ID 0.8 0.8 1.3 1.3
Energy   1.2 1.5
Isolation angle 1.3 2.6 4.3 2.8
Trk. resolution 2.3 1.3 2.2 1.3
ISR/FSR 2.4  4.7 
αem 4.0  0.4 
Luminosity 0.5 0.2 
Total systematis 5.4 3.0 7.0 3.7
Statistis 5.5 2.0 3.1 0.9
Muon hannel  unertainties in %
91 GeV 183209 GeV
Soure
Bkg. Sig. Bkg. Sig.
Muon-ID 1.5 1.5 2.8 2.8
Momentum   1.9 1.3
Isolation angle 0.2 2.1 1.7 2.0
Trk. resolution 2.7 1.9 2.2 1.1
ISR/FSR 2.0  2.3 
αem 1.2  0.2 
Luminosity 0.5  0.2 
Total systematis 3.9 3.2 5.0 3.8
Statistis 5.1 2.1 1.7 1.0
Table 6: Systemati unertainties in perent for bakground and signal. For
√
s = 91 GeV the
unertainties are given for mS0 = 30 GeV, for
√
s > 91 GeV they are shown for mS0 = 60 GeV.
Measurement of K˜ in bins of 10 GeV width
Bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Mass (GeV) 010 1020 2030 3040 4050 5060 6070 7080 8090 90100
K˜
×103 (GeV−1)
2.1 −2.4 −4.9 −2.8 −7.1 5.8 −33.5 −45.2 −18.6 200.2
∆(K˜)stat.
×103 (GeV−1)
2.9 4.4 4.8 6.4 14.3 23.7 21.7 30.5 66.9 166.4
∆(K˜)sys.
×103 (GeV−1)
0.9 0.9 0.6 0.5 1.3 3.3 4.5 7.0 16.5 37.4
Table 7: Bin-wise measurement of K˜ for the mass range 0100 GeV with ∆m = 10 GeV. To
t a theoretial distribution K˜ to these values, the orretion matrix Cˆ from Table 8 must be
applied rst.
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Cˆ =


0.33 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.41 0.53 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.17 0.27 0.11 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.09 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.05 0.17 0.21 0.28 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.16 0.20 0.27 0.34 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.29 0.37 0.09 0.01 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.25 0.43 0.06 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.27 0.46 0.03
0.00 0.00 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.11 0.32 0.32


Table 8: Corretion matrix for mass resolution. For a given theory to be tested with a distri-
bution of K˜ values in the 10 mass bins, ~κ =
(
K˜1, . . . , K˜10
)
, the vetor ~κ has to be multiplied
by the matrix Cˆ to aount for mass resolution eets. The orreted vetor ~κ′ = Cˆ~κ an then
be tted to the measured values of K˜ from Table 7.
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Figure 1: Cut variables for Z0 → e+e− at √s = 91.2 GeV. The OPAL data are indiated by dots
with error bars (statistial error), the four-fermion bakground by the light grey histograms and
the two-fermion bakground by the medium grey histograms. The signal distributions from a
1.2 GeV S0 are plotted as dashed lines and those from a 30 GeV S0 as dotted lines, respetively.
The signal histograms are normalised orresponding to 0.1 and 1.5 times of the Standard Model
Higgs-strahlung ross setion and show the deay hannel S0 → gg. Eah variable is shown with
the uts applied before the ut on this variable is done, respeting the order of uts in Table 3.
The arrows indiate the aepted regions. The histograms in Figure a) have non-onstant bin
widths.
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Figure 2: Cut variables for Z0 → µ+µ− at √s = 91.2 GeV. The OPAL data are indiated by
dots with error bars (statistial error), the four-fermion bakground by the light grey histograms
and the two-fermion bakground by the medium grey histograms. The signal distributions from
a 1.2 GeV S0 are plotted as dashed lines and those from a 30 GeV S0 as dotted lines, respetively.
The signal histograms are normalised orresponding to 0.1 and 1.5 times of the Standard Model
Higgs-strahlung ross setion and show the deay hannel S0 → gg. Eah variable is shown with
the uts applied before the ut on this variable is done, respeting the order of uts in Table 3.
The arrows indiate the aepted regions. The histograms in Figure a) have non-onstant bin
widths.
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Figure 3: The eieny versus the S0 mass at
√
s = 91.2 GeV for a subset of deay modes
of S0: a)+b) Z0 → e+e− in linear and logarithmi mass sale; )+d) Z0 → µ+µ− in linear and
logarithmi mass sale. The minimum eienies whih are used in the limits are also shown. In
the low mass region, below the threshold for the deays of the S0 into a pair of SM fermions, only
the deays into photons or invisible partiles are possible. For mS0 . ΓZ0 the eieny is almost
at. This is indiated by the dashed line whih marks the average eieny for mS0 ≤ 1 GeV.
The shaded bands show the typial error on the eienies in this region.
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Figure 4: The reoil mass spetra from
√
s =91.2 GeV a) for the deays Z0 → e+e− and
b) for Z0 → µ+µ−. OPAL data are indiated by dots with error bars (statistial error), the
four-fermion bakground by the light grey histograms and the two-fermion bakground by the
dark grey histograms. The dashed lines for the signal distributions are plotted on top of the
bakground distributions with normalisation orresponding to the ross setion exluded at 95%
ondene level from the ombination of both hannels.
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Figure 5: Cut variables for Z0 → e+e− at √s = 183209 GeV. The OPAL data are indiated by
dots with error bars (statistial error), the four-fermion bakground by the light grey histograms
and the two-fermion bakground by the medium grey histograms. The signal distributions from
a 30 GeV S0 are plotted as dashed lines and those from a 100 GeV S0 as dotted lines, respetively.
The signal histograms are normalised to 10 and 100 times of the Standard Model Higgs-strahlung
ross setion, respetively, and show the deays S0 → gg. Eah variable is shown with the uts
applied before the ut on this variable is done, respeting the order of uts in Table 4. The
arrows indiate the aepted regions.
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Figure 6: Cut variables for Z0 → µ+µ− at √s = 183209 GeV. The OPAL data are indiated by
dots with error bars (statistial error), the four-fermion bakground by the light grey histograms
and the two-fermion bakground by the medium grey histograms. The signal distributions from
a 30 GeV S0 are plotted as dashed lines and those from a 100 GeV S0 as dotted lines, respetively.
The signal histograms are normalised to 10 and 100 times of the Standard Model Higgs-strahlung
ross setion, respetively, and show the deays S0 → gg. Eah variable is shown with the uts
applied before the ut on this variable is done, respeting the order of uts in Table 4. The
arrows indiate the aepted regions.
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Figure 7: The eieny versus the S0 mass at
√
s = 202209 GeV for a subset of deay modes
of S0 a) in the Z0 → e+e− and b) Z0 → µ+µ− hannel. The minimum eienies whih are used
in the limits are given as well. For the other LEP 2 entre-of-mass energies the signal eienies
are similar.
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Figure 8: The reoil mass spetrum from 183209 GeV a) for the deays Z0 → e+e− and b)
for Z0 → µ+µ− (lower plot). OPAL data are indiated by dots with error bars (statistial error),
the four-fermion bakground by the light grey histograms and the two-fermion bakground by
the medium grey histograms. The dashed lines for the signal distributions are plotted on top
of the bakground distributions with normalisation orresponding to the exluded ross setion
from the ombination of both hannels.
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Figure 9: Some of the ut variables for Z0 → νν¯ at √s = 91.2 GeV. The last plot (number of
lusters) is one of the additional ut variables whih are used in events with two eletrons. The
OPAL data are indiated by dots with error bars (statistial error), and the total bakground
by the grey histograms. The distributions from a 1.2 GeV and a 30 GeV signal are plotted as
dashed and dotted lines, respetively. The signal histograms are normalised orresponding to
0.01 times and 0.2 times the Standard Model Higgs-strahlung ross setion and show the deay
hannel S0 → γγ. Eah variable is shown with all uts but the ut on the variable itself. The
arrows indiate the aepted regions.
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Figure 10: The eieny versus the S0 mass at
√
s = 91 GeV for the deay S0Z0 → γγνν
and S0Z0 → e+e−νν. a) in linear mass sale and b) in logarithmi mass sale. The dashed line
indiates the average of the eienies for mS0 ≤ 50 MeV. The shaded bands show the typial
error on the eienies in this region.
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Figure 11: The upper limit on the sale fator k on the ross setion for the prodution of
a new salar boson in the Higgs-strahlung-proess (solid line). The dot-dashed line represents
the expeted median for bakground-only experiments. Both limits are alulated at the 95%
ondene level. The dark (light) shaded bands indi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onstant. The
lowest signal mass tested is 10−6 GeV.
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Figure 12: Exlusion limits for the Uniform Higgs senario at the 95% ondene level. All
mass intervals (mA,mB) within the area bordered by the dark line are exluded from the data.
The shaded area marks the mass points whih are expeted to be exluded if there were only
bakground. The light grey urves indi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nition,
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Figure 13: Exlusion limits on the perturbative mass sale mC for onstant K˜. The solid line
represents the limits obtained from the data, and the dotted line shows the expeted limit if
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Figure 14: Exluded parameter regions for the simplied Stealthy Higgs s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on-
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